
TRADITION 

 

The handing down of information, beliefs, and customs by word of mouth or by example from one generation to 

another without written instruction. 

 

Since the team first ran onto a football field 50+ years ago, traditions were born.  The band.  Cheerleaders.  Great 

fans.  Noise.  Crowded Friday nights.  Since we've moved to the new school, we've lost some of that.  There's something 

to be said for old buildings, worn fields, and creaky doors.  And there's something we all feel and know...... when we see 

it, or experience it.  Our traditions are every bit as much of us as the timer on the scoreboard or our routine getting 

ready to go see a game. 

 

It's time to regain our tradition.  

 

We've taken a huge step this year with Speed's Place, our weight room expansion.  More football alumni have come out 

for this one event than all others combined.  We've started an alumni team on the Ram's Club - looking to expand and 

strengthen those ties.  We've met with the band and cheerleading leaders to get closer, do more, support each other 

more.  We've started hanging and decorating and talking about those things that connect us to the 1958 team and every 

team since then.  

 

Once a Ram, you are part of that team.  The past.  The present.  And the future. 

 

It's time to bring back another tradition. 

 

With the support of the Rams Club, the coaches and leaders, and school leadership we are going to start reliving one of 

the more energizing traditions we've lost - the team runout.  Starting with our FIRST HOME GAME - State College, 

September 18 - The team will be exiting the locker room before the start of the game and heading SOUTH, instead of 

north.  They will congregate in the midst of the crowds by the southeast corner of the field.  When ready, they'll run 

onto the field, through the band and the cheerleaders to the welcoming crowd!  THIS is how it should be.  This is how it 

will be again.  THIS is FRIDAY night FOOTBALL! 

 

What we need from ALL of you:  Noise, excitement.... and more noise! 

 

What we need from SOME of YOU:  We'll work to do some minor crowd control to make the passing of the team a bit 

easier.  Several members of the Rams Club will be there - we'd like a few other parents to join us.  We expect to do this a 

few times until we re-learn the event, and it happens naturally.  If you'd like to help, please send Stephen Straining, or 

Jim Heilig an email and let us know.  We'll gather as a small group before the team comes out at the start of the game, 

and after halftime. 

 

This is pretty cool and should be a neat thing to witness and be part of.  So let us know ASAP and we'll make this 

happen! 


